
'Feels Like Home' 
Cottesloe

Chris Shellabear 0418 910 065

At first glimpse of this family home you immediately feel the warmth and
substance of an ideal place to live. Wandering through the front garden with the
open verandah and the bay window to the living room it’s like seeing into the
soul of the home. I love the way this home opens up to you with its wide spaces
linking parents and children’s areas alike and the night living to daytime
living.This is also evident in the inside private spaces opening to the outdoor
pavilion and pool area - all of this residence just works so perfectly for families.
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The upstairs area has 3 full bedrooms and a living and study area with an
elevated aspect to the north east. Downstairs there is a parents retreat, study,
master suite and guest bedroom, as well as a kitchen which is the heart of the
home, amazing laundry, and family room with meals. The timber floors are a
beautiful feature of the ground floor living. All spaces are air conditioned and
pick up the breezes as they skip over the primal sand dune in Cottesloe.
 
The pavilion is perfect for long Sunday lunches or entertaining ALL the
family at Christmas.  And the cellar will keep your wines from one year
to the next!
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Rates (approx)
Water: $1564
Council: $3049
 

Storage is superb from the garage, to the internal locked store, and in every room. 
In fact it is a real feature of the home that permits this residence to function
perfectly. You also have a sensible 7 kva Fronius Solar Power system to keep 
the power bills down!
 
You are bound to enjoy every aspect of this marvelous Cottesloe residence with
short walks to connect you to everything you enjoy doing, walking through Allen
Park, strolling the beach, plowing through the waves on your daily swim and just
being around other active families. You get a short cut to the beach through the
laneway from your home that sits proudly on a 615 sqm landholding.
 
This home has been very well thought out and is a home that will reward you for
choosing it for your family over the next generation of ‘beach lovers’. Please call
me to discuss this eminently sensible purchase of a quite indulgent lifestyle 
offered by this home. This one feels like home because it could be yours!
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